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Operating Instructions Supply Isolation Amplifier 710 GVD
The supply isolation amplifier is used to supply a passive, intrinsically safe piece of equipment
installed in the hazardous area / potentially explosive atmosphere. In addition, it is used to isolate an
intrinsically safe signal that is to be transmitted via an intrinsically safe circuit of an active piece of
equipment from the hazardous area / potentially explosive atmosphere to the non-hazardous area
(safe area).
Ordering data
AD-STVEX 710 GVD
Option: Factory-software configuration as per customer specifications.
Safety instructions and installation information









As associated equipment, the device must be installed outside of the hazardous area /
potentially explosive atmosphere.
Mounting, commissioning and maintenance may only be performed by properly trained
experts.
The device may only be connected to the voltage listed in the technical specifications and
shown on the nameplate.
For mounting and maintenance, the device must be disconnected from voltage.
The device may only be operated under the conditions defined in the operating instructions.
The installation and maintenance instructions for explosion-protected equipment as per EN
60079-14, EN 60079-17 must be complied with.
The device may not be modified or tampered with in any way whatsoever.
Repairs may only be performed by the vendor.

Properties







DIN rail housing
Supply of a 2-wire transducer or measurement of an active 0/4...20mA current signal from the
hazardous area / potentially explosive atmosphere zone 0.
Sensor error detection as per Namur recommendation NE 43
Output of the measurement signal to a non-intrinsically safe current and voltage output.
Configurable via software by customer or, upon request, by the manufacturer.
Level conversion from, for example, 4…20mA to 0…20mA adjustable via configuration
software.
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Description
The supply isolation amplifier AD-STVEX 710 GVD is designed for operation of an intrinsically safe 2wire measuring transducer (transmitter) and an mA current source installed in the hazardous area /
potentially explosive atmosphere.
A 2-wire measuring transducer (intrinsically safe equipment) is supplied with power and the
impressed intrinsically safe analog 4...20 mA measuring signal is galvanically isolated and
transmitted from the hazardous area /potentially explosive atmosphere to the non-hazardous area.
Alternatively, the passive input current circuit (signal current circuit) of the supply isolation amplifier
detects the 0/4…20 mA measuring signal from a current source from the hazardous area / potentially
explosive atmosphere and isolates it galvanically to make it available at the non-intrinsically safe
output of the device in the non-hazardous area. In this case, AD-STVEX 710 GVD operates as an
isolation amplifier.
The output circuit of the supply isolation amplifier which is not intrinsically safe provides a current and
voltage signal simultaneously.
The measuring range of the input and the output range of the two outputs can be adjusted by the
customer via the configuration software, if required. In addition, other parameters such as filter,
sensor error detection, etc. can also be adjusted.
The device features a universal mains supply unit so it can be used with various supply voltages.
The explosion-protected device is an associated piece of equipment and must be installed outside of
the hazardous area / potentially explosive atmosphere.
The transmitter current supply circuit and the input current circuit (signal current) of the transmitter
have the ignition protection type "Intrinsic Safety" with equipment protection level "Ex ia IIC".
adjustment
Adjustment of zero and full point
The device is adjusted and calibrated at the factory, a adjustment of zero or full point is therefore
usually not necessary. If the zero or full point of the measuring range is still to be changed, this can
be done with the zero and full-range buttons on the front. By pressing and holding the "zero" key, the
applied signal is saved as the beginning of the measuring range. By pressing and holding the "Full"
key, the applied signal is saved as the end of the measuring range. The acceptance of the signal is
acknowledged by the flashing of the green operating LED.
Example: The measuring and output range is 4 ... 40mA each. Due to its inaccuracy at the beginning
of the measuring range, the connected transmitter does not output 4.00mA but 4.05mA. If the output
for this signal should nevertheless output the output range start of 4.00mA, then press the "zero" key
for a long time and the applied signal is accepted and stored as the start of the measuring range. The
measuring range is now 4.05 ... 20mA, the output remains unchanged at 4 ... 20mA.
In the event of a faulty input, the factory value for the measuring range can be restored if both keys
are pressed long. Acceptance of the factory values for the measuring range is acknowledged by
flashing the green operating LED.
Note: The measurement and output range is factory set to 0 ... 20mA. Thus, a sensor break can be
detected by the following devices. If this is not desired, the measuring and output range can be
configured to 4 ... 20mA. At the same time the output clamps the signal on 4mA, if the input falls
below 4mA.
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Mounting
1. Snap the device onto a DIN rail as per EN 50022.
2. Connect the voltage-free signal input wires, the signal output wires and the supply voltage as
required for the type of use.
3. Switch on the supply voltage and the signals.
Technical specifications
General data
Degree of protection housing IP20 as per EN 60529
and connection terminals
Mounting

Snap-on mounting to DIN rails as per EN 50022.
The device must be mounted outside of the hazardous area /
potentially explosive atmosphere.

Ambient temperature range

-20°C < Ta < +60°C

Inputs, intrinsically safe
Transmitter supply (supply circuit) at terminals 6(+) and 7(-)
Measuring range
Supply voltage at 4mA
Supply voltage at 20mA
Short circuit current
Safety-related maximum
values as per ATEX 95

4...20 mA
23 V
16 V
< 68 mA
see EC-Type Examination Certificate in appendix.

Passive current input (signal current input) at terminals 7(+) and 5(-)
Measuring range
Input resistance
Safety-related maximum
values as per ATEX 95

0/4...20 mA
50 Ohm
see EC-Type Examination Certificate in appendix.

Outputs, not intrinsically safe
Current output active at terminals 9(+) and 10(-)
Output range
Maximum resistance

0/4...20 mA
500 Ohm

Voltage output at terminals
11(+) and 12(-)

0...10 V
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Current output passive at terminals 10(+) and 12(-)
Output range
External supply
Maximum resistance

0/4...20 mA
Uext < 25 VDC
< (Uext – 2V) / 20mA

Voltage output at terminals 11(+) and 12(-)
Output range
Minimum resistance

0...10 V
> 2 kOhm

Supply at terminals 13 and 14
Voltage range

20…120 VDC or 50…250 VAC

Power input

max. 75 mA at 24 VDC supply isolation amplifier
max. 15 mA at 230 VAC as supply isolation amplifier

Approvals and Conformities
See appendix.
Connection data
Wire cross section

max. 2.5 mm2

Connection type

Plug-in connection terminals

Revisions
Revision

Comment

02.02.2011

Document created.

29.03.2011

Added chapter "Adjustment of zero and full point".

08.02.2012

EC declaration of conformity added.

06.11.2015

EC declaration of conformity updated. Approvals and conformity
removed from the technical data.

07.12.2017

Description for learning the zero and full point specified in details

02.08.2018

EC declaration of conformity updated.
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Appendix: EC Type Examination Certificate BVS 11 ATEX E 013 X
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